Experimental and Numerical Investigation of Interdie Thermal Resistance in Three-Dimensional Integrated Circuits

Three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) attract much interest due to several advantages over traditional microelectronics design, such as electrical performance improvement and reducing interconnect delay. While the power density of 3D ICs increases because of vertical integration, the available substrate area for heat removal does not change. Thermal modeling of 3D ICs is important for improving thermal and electrical performance. Experimental investigation on the thermal measurement of 3D ICs and determination of key physical parameters in 3D ICs thermal design are curtail.

The effect of heating one die on the temperature of the other die in a two-die stack is measured over a short time period using high-speed data acquisition to negate the effect of boundary conditions. Numerical simulation is performed and based on a comparison between experimental data and the numerical model, the interdie thermal resistance between the two dies is determined. A theoretical model is also developed to estimate the value of the interdie thermal resistance. Results from this paper are expected to assist in thermal design and management of 3D ICs.

Introduction

Three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) are fabricated by stacking multiple devices or die together and making interconnection between them [1,2]. There are several advantages of 3D ICs compared to traditional two-dimensional ICs. For example, the overall system performance increases along with a reduction in system size [3]. It has also been shown that electrical performance parameters such as frequency, delay, power consumption, and interconnect bandwidth can be improved through chip-level 3D integration [4,5].

Higher density and smaller interlayer connection dimensions are key process elements to optimize 3D ICs. Several manufacturing and design methods of 3D circuits, such as wafer level stacking, chip to chip stacking, and bottom up and top down fabrication, have been explored, and the specifications of every method have been analyzed [6-8]. Even though 3D IC technology results in reduced interconnect length, removing heat from such architectures has proven to be difficult. Different liquid- and solid-state cooling systems have been explored to reduce hot spot and junction temperature [9-11]. Several studies on the effect of copper-filled through silicon vias (TSVs) for electrical connection, as well as thermal dissipation, in 3D-stacked chips have been performed numerically and experimentally [12-15].

While the power density of a 3D IC is dramatically higher due to vertical integration, the substrate area available for heat removal does not significantly change [16]. A direct result of this is that 3D ICs are expected to experience significant temperature rise, and thermal management becomes an important design consideration. The importance of thermal management of 3D ICs has been recognized [17-20], and several studies have been done numerically and analytically to predict the temperature field in 3D-stacked chips [21-32]. From a heat transfer perspective, a 3D IC is a multilayer structure with heat generation in each stratum [33]. Steady-state heat conduction in multilayer bodies has been studied analytically [33-37]. Early works in this field considered the thermal performance of a 3D IC based on a thermal resistance network [35]. More sophisticated models, including those based on analytical solutions for the temperature field, have been developed [27-29]. Numerical thermal analysis of 3D ICs has been done [38] for a better understanding of the nature of heat transfer in a 3D IC. Regardless of the method used in the computational and analytical method, these models should be validated against experimental measurement. Thus, several experimental works on the thermal measurement of 3D ICs have been done [39,40]. Experimental measurement of the thermal performance of a two-die stack has been presented. However, the measurements were limited only to the die performance. Thus, the effect of interconnection on thermal performance has not yet been considered [41].

Some interdie thermal resistance exists between two adjacent dies in a 3D stack depending on the nature of the integration [39,40,42]. Some part of the interdie thermal resistance occurs because of the connection methods between two adjacent dies such as metal pillars and underfill materials around the metal pillars. This interdie thermal resistance would affect the thermal characteristic of the package [43,44]. In addition, the die attachment quality and thermal resistance need to be controlled in order to avoid high thermal resistance and overheating of every die that may ruin the device [16,43,44]. Since the interdie thermal resistance is one of the important key design parameters, and it affects thermal performance of the package, experimental measurements in order to determine interdie thermal resistance between the two dies are crucial.

Several experimental investigations have been carried out to determine interdie thermal resistance in 3D-stacked packages. Thermal performance of a package with multiple dies has been explored numerically, and the effect of different die configurations on the thermal simulation has been analyzed. In this work, the...
heat transfer is considered to be one-dimensional, and also, the effect of convective heat transfer is neglected, which may not be realistic. Furthermore, the total thermal resistance between junctions and ambient has been calculated, while the effect of thermal resistance of every attachment on the thermal performance has not been considered [45]. In another study, microbump thermal resistance in a four-layer chip stack has been measured experimentally with and without underfill materials and the effect of microbump pitches on the thermal resistance has been investigated [40]. The experimental setup and measurement model used in the study are applicable in thermal measurements of 3D ICs; however, the experimental results have not been validated against numerical simulation or theoretical model. In another study, the temperature distribution in a 3D IC has been measured experimentally and it has been used to determine the equivalent thermal conductivity of the chip; however, each layer was not studied separately [42].

In this paper, an experimental technique to measure the interdie thermal resistance of a two-die stack is presented which can be helpful in determining the interdie thermal resistance of 3D ICs with more than two stacked die and interposer-based systems (2.5D ICs). First, the numerical simulation has been conducted and the results demonstrate the influence of interdie thermal resistance on both steady-state and transient thermal conduction in a two-die 3D ICs sample. Then, the experimental setup to measure interdie thermal resistance is presented, which is based on heating one die and measuring temperature rise in the other die in a short period of time to rule out boundary effects in the experimental setup. This technique can be used to determine the interdie thermal resistance between the two dies or thermal resistance of every die. The theoretical model developed and the experimental data compared well with experimental results.

Experimental Setup

The 3D IC used in this work is a two-die stack consisting of two unequally sized die. The bottom die is 6.6 mm × 7.5 mm, and the top die is 4.1 mm × 3.6 mm. Both dies have 0.25 mm thickness and are connected to each other by face-to-face bonding of copper pillars on the top faces of both dies. Each die contains an embedded heater and a resistance thermometry-based temperature sensor, as shown in Fig. 1. The heater and sensor on each die are accessible by input and output (I/O) pads located on the periphery of the bottom die. Sensors are located approximately at the center of each die, and the embedded heaters are serpentine structures that cover the entire die in a nearly uniform fashion.

First, the two-die stack is glued on a leadless chip carrier (LCC). Then, in order to access I/O pads, gold wire bonds are made between I/O pads on the periphery of the bottom die and LCC contact pads. Since the size of the LCC pads is smaller than typical bond wire diameter, and it is impossible to access the LCC pads by regular soldering, the LCC substrate is mounted on a compatible pin socket and electrical wires are soldered to the socket leads. Ultimately, it is possible to access every heater and sensor on every die through I/O pads on the periphery of the bottom die, gold wire bonding, LCC pads, socket pins, and finally soldered wires. A picture of the entire package is shown in Fig. 2.

Results and Discussion

In every multichip stack, some interdie thermal resistance exists between adjacent die because of the connection methods, such as metal pillars with interdie materials. The amount of interdie thermal resistance between adjacent die in a 3D-stacked die structure influences the temperature rise in every layer and thermal characteristics of the package.

Numerical simulation has been carried out by using ANSYS CFX for the introduced two-die stack. In Fig. 3, the temperature rise in
the bottom die sensor is plotted by applying different amounts of thermal resistance between the two dies when 100 mA current (0.6 W power) passes through the top die heater. The numerical simulation results have been provided in Tables 1 and 2. The plots show an increase in the temperature rise in the bottom die sensor as interdie thermal resistance increases for both steady-state and transient thermal conduction in the two-die stack. These results from the numerical simulations demonstrate the importance of understanding the amount of interdie thermal resistance in every micropackage in order to have precise thermal management of the 3D IC and better engineering of the interdie interfaces to reduce the interdie thermal resistance which aids in reducing the temperature rise in micropackages. Because of the importance of the interdie thermal resistance on the thermal management of 3D ICs, an experimental measurement model is introduced and the two-die stack is used for the measurements.

In order to measure the interdie thermal resistance experimentally, calibration is carried out by measuring the resistance of each sensor and heater at several temperatures between 20 °C and 90 °C in 5 °C increments. A waiting period of 30 mins is implemented at each temperature to eliminate transient thermal effects. A test current of only 10 mA is used to minimize self-heating.

The thermal calibration results for thermal sensors are shown in Fig. 4. Experimentally measured data are shown in circles, and a linear fit was performed showing an accurate fit. Since the electrical resistance of metals increases linearly with temperature, the plots trends are reasonable.

The slope of the curve shows the temperature coefficient of resistivity that is 0.00374 °C−1 for a given geometry where

\[ \frac{\Delta R}{R_0} = \alpha T \]

The experimental value of temperature coefficient of resistivity for the top die and bottom die heaters is measured with the same method and they are 0.00389 °C−1 and 0.00369 °C−1, respectively. The experimentally determined temperature coefficient of resistivity of every heater and sensor was used to calculate the temperature rise in every heater and sensor from electrical resistance rise measurements during actual experiments.

A finite element simulation based model is developed in order to investigate interdie thermal resistance between adjacent die in the geometry representative of the experimental test device. The semi-infinite domain assumption can be applied to the thermal conduction in the top die and bottom die domains. The assumption is valid as long as the thermal penetration depth (Dth) in the experiment duration time (timeExp) is much smaller than the thickness of the top die and the bottom die [46]

\[ D_{th} = 2\sqrt{x \cdot \text{timeExp}} < W_T \]

where \( x \) is the thermal diffusivity of silicon which every die is fabricated from. For a given geometry where \( W_T \) (top die thickness)
is known, the semi-infinite domain assumption is valid, as long as the duration of experiment (time\text{Exp}) satisfies
\[ \text{time}\text{Exp} \leq \frac{W^2}{4x} \] (2)

Using the semi-infinite assumption for the geometry means that the boundary conditions will not affect the temperature rise in every die within the experimental time of time\text{Exp}. The calculation shows that when the duration of the experiment is less than 25 ms for this device, the semi-infinite assumption can be applied to the geometry. Therefore, the convective boundary condition does not affect the temperature rise profile.

In order to validate the semi-infinite assumption, the finite element simulation has been carried out by using commercial software ANSYS CFX. Temperature rise as a function of time is determined for different values of the convective heat transfer coefficient. The results presented in Fig. 5(a) show that for the first 25 ms, the temperature rise in the two-die stack does not depend on the convective heat transfer coefficient and the effect of convective boundary condition can be neglected. In addition, the experimental measurement has been done by passing 100 mA direct current (0.6 W power) through the top die heater and measuring the corresponding temperature rise in the bottom die sensor. Air has been blown around the device during the experiment causing a change in the value of the convective heat transfer coefficient relative to the air speed. Note that some fluctuation happens because of inaccuracy and noise in measurement equipment. The experimental data presented in Fig. 5(b) show the independency of temperature rise to the convective heat transfer coefficient for the first 25 ms, which confirms the simulation results and semi-infinite domain assumption. This performance can be used to determine the interdie thermal resistance between two adjacent die in the two-die stack.

Keithley 2401 and Keithley 2612 are used for supplying current to the heater and sensor, respectively, and NI 9205 is programed by LABVIEW to measure voltage in the sensor. High-speed data acquisition was done every microsecond according to the experimental setup shown in Fig. 6.

Power is generated in one die by increasing the direct current in the heater, and the temperature rise in every sensor is calculated by converting the voltage rise of every sensor to a corresponding temperature rise using the temperature coefficient of resistivity of every sensor found from calibration results. For the same geometry, for a given value of power in one die, the transient finite element simulation was carried out by using the commercial software, ANSYS, and different values of interdie thermal resistance have been applied between the two dies. In order to determine interdie thermal resistance between the two dies, the simulation temperature rise in one sensor was plotted and compared with the equivalent experimental temperature rise plot. The value of interdie thermal resistance that the finite element results match well with the experimental curve is the value of interdie thermal resistance. The comparison of finite element simulation and experimental data for different cases, as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), indicates that the experimental value of interdie thermal resistance is about 1.0 $\mu$Km$^2$/W.

A theoretical model has been developed to validate the experimental results. Copper pillars are utilized between the two dies for attachment, and the underfill material is considered to be air. The geometry of the copper pillar arrays between the two dies has been shown in Fig. 8. Because of the symmetry of the geometry, only one copper-air cell has been used for the calculations. Thermal conductivities are set as the bulk thermal conductivities that are 401 W/m K and 0.0257 W/m K for copper and air, respectively.

Since copper and air thermal resistances are in parallel, the overall thermal resistance, which is equivalent to the interdie thermal resistance, is found by applying Eq. (3). The calculated theoretical value of interdie thermal resistance is 0.735 $\mu$Km$^2$/W, which is similar to the value obtained from the experimental measurements.
resistance experimentally, the temperature rise of every die was measured by using a high-speed data-acquisition technique performed through LABVIEW. A numerical model was also developed to predict the temperature distribution in the same geometry, with consideration of different amounts of interdie thermal resistance. Then, by comparing the experimental data with numerical simulation, the value of interdie thermal resistance was found. The results from this paper may be useful in determining the interdie thermal resistance between adjacent die in 3D ICs and assist in the understanding of thermal transport in 3D ICs enabling friendlier thermal designs of a new generation of 3D ICs.

Conclusion

This paper discusses an experimental method to measure the interdie thermal resistance between adjacent die in 3D ICs. Numerical simulation has been performed by using ANSYS CFX to study thermal conduction in a two-die stack 3D IC when one die is generating heat. The numerical results demonstrate the effect of interdie thermal resistance between the two dies on the temperature rise of the other die. In order to measure interdie thermal resistance experimentally, the temperature rise of every die was measured by using a high-speed data-acquisition technique performed through LABVIEW. A numerical model was also developed to predict the temperature distribution in the same geometry, with consideration of different amounts of interdie thermal resistance. Then, by comparing the experimental data with numerical simulation, the value of interdie thermal resistance was found. The results from this paper may be useful in determining the interdie thermal resistance between adjacent die in 3D ICs and assist in the understanding of thermal transport in 3D ICs enabling friendlier thermal designs of a new generation of 3D ICs.
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